
Newbie's Guide 
This is the Newbie's Guide to Eudemons Online, which consists of 3 parts: 
Leveling 
Equipment 
Eudemons 

 
Part 1 Level up guide 

After you enter the game, you will get a Demonstration tip like this, you can click Start to learn about 
the basics of playing the game. 

 
If you want to skip the instruction, click √； 
And click the NPC near you: 

 
You will be sent to Cronus(Game Main City) directly. 
OK, follow me to conquer the fantasy world now. 
You will get the menu option to join a team, it is up to you. You can always come back later if you 
decide you want to work with other players. 



 
1. Click Pathfinding—Stores—Cronus Grocery 

 
Talk to the NPC: Celebrity Hall—Send me to the Celebrity Hall, please—Diamond Zone; 
Go inside here to get exp; 
Walk South West to find the SanRoslinEpic 
First, please claim the SanRoslin Badge; 

 
Second Step: open your inventory and right click the Badge—click San Roslin Room 1. 



 
Third: 
Click the Chapter 1; 

 



 
 
Guess what? You are level 10 now. 
There are 12 Rooms, repeated step 2 and enter one by one. 
Read what the books say. These will help you later. 

 
Until 
……………………..Chapter 12; 



 
You are level 17 now; 
Click Diamond to go back to the Diamond Zone. 
Return to the San Roslin Preface and take the quest: Bright Puzzle. 
Answer the questions. You received the answers from reading the other Chapters. 
Also do the quest: Divine Ablution. 
Click Leave to go back to Cronus. 

 
Click Infinite Hope pack; 
You can claim all kinds of growth gifts. 
You can do some quests now; 



 

 
During this time, if you are lucky enough, some high level players will Teach you, which will level 
you up instantly if your level is low.. 
 

2. You can pathfinding—Mentor to apply for a mentor, who will help a lot too. 

 
Here is the center for forging gears; 
Do all the mini quests you can find. Most of them come with small rewards, and you can learn a 
lot about the game and where various NPCs are. It can come with some decent Exp rewards too. 
You will be level 20; 
You can hunt monsters in Misty Marsh 



To go there: Teleporter — Elven City (there are more mini quests here.) 
When you are in Elven City — Pathfinding —Exit 
 
Here is the world map: http://eo.91.com/guide/map/worldmap.shtml; 
When you have godblessing, you can use the offline training ground; 
Here is the guide: http://eo.91.com/informat/bless.shtml 
When you exit the game, remember to choose: Offline TG. 
After several hours, you can login the game to check level again. Remember that you can only 
gain experience while offline for a few hours, so log back in every day to renew your time. 
While you have godsblessing, you will gain the same amount of experience while you are online 
as you do while you are offline, and while you are online you may also receive bonuses from 
friends who are working hard. 
 

3.  
Answer questions in the game, you will get plenty of exp too; 
Here is the time: 
Trivia Challenges will be starting shortly, everyday at 12:00 noon 
Answer all the questions, because even if you do not win the contest there will still be rewards 
for getting each question correct. 

4. Try to add some friends near you, and you can also share the exp from them. 
5. After reaching lev 50, you can buy some items in the mall such as Exp ball. You may also buy 

these from other players and win them from special events. 
6. XP SKILL; 

 
Left click the icon and right click the monster, to activate the skill. 
More damage and more exp; 
 
You can buy the skill from NPC: Lana in Cronus; 
The skill is not always available to you. You may activate it when the small orange bar above your 
skill menu reaches the right side of the screen. Once it is activated you have only until the fire is 
gone from the bottom of the screen before it must recharge again. 
 
How to earn gold? 
You can loot the gold by hunting monsters, or sell the items to NPC; 
If you also loot some gems or eggs, you can go to Auction to bid, earn more money. 
Before auction, you should store some gold(6000 gold is ok) in the warehouse. 
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After you reach level 40, you can go to Gobi desert to hunt monsters until level 55; 
Here is also a guide: http://eo.91.com/guide/newbie/warrior_guide2.shtml 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 2 Equipment 
 

1. How many gears can one character 

have?  
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They are: 

 

 Armor | Bracelet | Helmet | Weapon | Boots | Necklace 

 

Talisman:  

Total 9; 

2. To learn more about the gear attributes, you can check guide: 

http://eo.91.com/guide/item/talisman.shtml 

3. Gear 

Quality

 
Of course, super is the best. 

How do you increase the quality? 

Red stone  

 

Super Red Stone Upgrades the quality of your equipment 100% successfully. 

You can exchange 20 Red Stones for a Super Redstone from Joans in the market (73, 106)  

An equipment of the same level has different qualities: normal, refined, unique, elite and super. 

You need a red stone to improve the quality of your equipment. The name of the forger will be 

recorded in the gear after a super gear is forged. A super red stone can guarantee a successful 

upgrade. 
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4. Gear Bonus  

From 0 to 12.  

12 is the max. 

 

Equipments of the same level and same quality may still have different bonuses, which will 

influence the overall properties of the equipment. You need a yellow stone to add bonus on the 

equipment. If successful, the bonus will add one point, on the contrary, one point will be 

deducted. (But if your current bonus is 0, 9 or 12, it will not decrease even if the forging fails.) A 

super yellow stone can guarantee a successful bonus added until you reach +9. 

 

How do you increase the bonus? 

You need a yellow stone to add bonus on the equipment.  

If successful, the bonus will add one point, on the contrary, one point will be deducted. (But if 

your current bonus is 0, 9 or 12, it will not decrease even if the forging fails.) A super yellow stone 

can guarantee a successful bonus added until you reach +9. 

. 

Super Yellow Stone 100% success for Upgrading gear by one bonus level until you reach +9 bonus 

level. Renee will do this for you. (Market 86, 99)You can exchange 30 yellow stones for a Super 

Yellow Stone from Joans. (Market 72, 194),  

 

5. How do you upgrade the level of the equipment? 

Use a Violet stone!   

You can also use a Super violet stone: Upgrades the level of your equipment 100% successfully. You 

can exchange 15 VioletStonesfor a Super from Joans in the market (71,195).  



 

Every equipment has its own level, and you can only use a piece of equipment by reaching the 

same level or higher.  

 

6. Socket 

There is a certain probability of making sockets in the equipment when its quality is upgraded 

successfully. Equipment with sockets can be embedded with gems, which can endow extra bonus 

to the equipment. During an equipment upgrade, a socket may appear at a extreme low rate. You 

need 3 red stones to make a socket on a weapon and 10 red stones for the second socket. To 

make the first and second socket on a non-weapon gear, you need a moon box and a super moon 

box respectively. 

Amethyst + Durability 

Sapphire +Experience 

Bery -damage 

Amber +bp 

Citrine +attack 

 

For more info: http://eo.91.com/guide/stage/index.shtml 

Forge guide：http://eo.91.com/informat/4.shtml 

7. 

 
+attack    +def    +bp 

How do you forge talismans? 

Find it here：http://eo.91.com/informat/talisman_system.shtml 

Part 3  Eudemons 
1 
There are many pets and mounts in the game. 
You can choose the pet you like as main pet ,  and compose it. 
The main pet and you will be stronger; 
For newbie, learning how to compose main attribute compose; 
2 
Find the NPC: 
In Cronus—Pathfinding—Eudemons—eudemons composing—find the NPC. 
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After composing, a major Eudemon will go back to level 1 while the minor one will disappear. Its race 
may turn to thunder or it may get a unique gift after composing. 
3 
Players can summon 2 pets at first, but vampire is different from others, which can only summon one 
pet at first. After you finish Summon 3 Eudemons Quest, vampire can summon 2 pets (another pet is 
merging with char by default) and others can summon 3; 
4 
Eudemon stars 
A Eudemon's quality (Weak, Common, Average, Good, Strong, Superior, Silver, Gold, Super 1 
star...The super star eudemons are the best. The higher stars a eudemon has, the better stats it has. 
5 
How to get eggs? 
Hunting monsters; 
Buy it from others; 
Buy it in the mall; 
For more info: http://eo.91.com/guide/monster/huanshou1.shtml 
6 
Character skills and Eudemons Skills 
For more info: http://eo.91.com/guide/skill/skill_info.shtml 
7 
Game features: http://eo.91.com/informat/feature.shtml 
 
This game will be more fun after you play some time. 
If you need help, you could 
Put a post in the forum: http://forum.91.com/eo/ 
 Contact us via email: service@eudemonsonline.com 
Put a post on facebook wall: http://www.facebook.com/EudemonsOnline 
Help Desk: http://eo.91.com/index/ 
 
Enjoy the game. 
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